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About: Intercession for Quality has no written score. Instead, the 
‘score’ consists of this written description and a video of white 
scrolling text that moves vertically against a blue background, 
displayed on a television set during performance. (full-text included 
at the end of this document). While each performance of the piece 
varies slightly form iteration to iteration, there are methods for 
interpretation that lead to consistent performances.  
 
Materials Inventory:  
  
 Quasi-drum set  

1) Kick drum (dark tone; use a VicKick fleece beater or similar) 
2) Hi-hat stand with string of bells dangling from it.  
2) Long trap stand (where snare stand might be) covered with    
acoustic foam that allows items to ring freely when placed on it.  
3) Three long resonant copper tubes (or similar) placed on trap 
stand 



4) Four or five higher-pitched metallic items with short decay 
placed on trap stand 
5) Three small rocks placed on trap stand 
6) One piece of wood placed on trap stand 
7) Pair of mallets that are hard enough to make the smaller 
higher-pitched metals speak, but soft enough to bring out the 
deeper tones of the large copper tubes 
8) Two pieces of parchment paper or cellophane affixed to the 
trap stand 
 
solenoid set-up 
9) One microphone (either contact microphone adhered to throat, 
or headset microphone) used for sending speech to PD patch to be 
converted into midi 
10) One device, easily accessible (can be placed on trap stand), 
for lowering and raising threshold on PD patch that sends midi 
data to solenoids (Critter & Guitari Organelle or similar)  
11) One box that converts midi data into electrical current for 
powering solenoids.  
12) Twelve solenoids placed near found object percussion (metals, 
rocks, woodblocks) which strike the objects when actuated. 
Individual objects (if metal) should be placed on acoustic foam 
to allow for resonance. 
 
Left-hand auxiliary implements 
    These should all be easily accessible, placed on a box or low 
trap stand to the left of the ‘drum set’ 
13) One or more elephant bell(s) or alpine bell(s)  
14) Woodblock 
15) Three different shakers (caxixi, can w/ball bearings, etc.) 
16) Three small rocks 
17) Vase filled with packing peanuts 
 
Video 
17) Intercession for Quality video 
18) TV that can play back the video. Optional: very small surface 
placed very close to performer that has the video projected on 
it. The important thing is that the video and performer seem 
intimately connected. It’s ok if the audience can’t read the 
video.  
 

Structure and Interpretation 
 The video score divides into 4 discrete sections separated by 
three thirty-five second interruptions. 
 
Section 1 
 
 During section 1, the performer reads the scrolling video text 
and speaks every word from beginning to end. The threshold on the 
solenoid patch is turned all the way up, so that none are actuated. At 
the beginning of the section, the performer sparingly strikes with the 
right hand the resonant copper tubes placed on the long trap stand and 
the kick drum synchronized with ‘important’ syllables of the text. When 
the performer reads the words “a all”, the performer strikes the bass 
drum synchronized with each syllable, and strikes a high-pitched piece 
of metal directly afterwards. As the section progress, the performer 
can slowly begin to strike the higher-pitched resonant metals place on 



the long trap stand synchronized to other syllables in the text. During 
the last minute or so, the performer may also add the hi-hat with bells 
to be synchronized sparingly with the text.  
 
On the final syllable of Section 1(demarcated on the video with a line 
of backslashes), the performer stops all other activity and crinkles 
the parchment paper until new text appears on the screen. While 
crinkling the cellophane, the performer lowers the threshold on the 
solenoid patch so that upon next spoken word, the solenoids activate.  
 
 
Section 2 
 
 The performer reads the scrolling video text and speaks every 
word from beginning to end. The threshold on the solenoid patch is 
turned all the way down, so that all solenoids are firing. The 
performer incorporates the three shakers into performance, shaking them 
with the left hand in synchronization with different spoken syllables. 
Each shaker should be used for approximately one minute, and then the 
performer can move on to the next one. The performer sparingly 
articulates the lower-pitched resonant copper pipes synchronized with 
‘important’ syllables, while maintaining consistent activity with the 
higher pitched pipes and the kick drum. When the performer reads the 
words “a all”, the performer strikes the bass drum synchronized with 
each syllable, and strikes a high-pitched piece of metal directly 
afterwards. The performer should also activate the hi-hat with bells 
often, again synchronized with spoken syllables.  
 
On the final syllable of Section 2(demarcated on the video with a line 
of backslashes), the performer stops all other activity and rings the 
alpine bell or elephant bell continuously until new text appears on the 
screen. No solenoids should actuate in between sections. 
 
Section 3 
 
 The performer reads the scrolling video text. The performer may 
choose to speak the text or silently mouth the text. The performer may 
choose to alternate, speaking and not speaking on a line-by-line basis. 
The performer continuously rings alpine/elephant bell with the left 
hand. When the performer reads the words “a all”, the performer mutes 
the alpine bell, and strikes the bass drum synchronized with each 
syllable, and strikes a high-pitched piece of metal directly 
afterwards. The performer begins ringing the bell again upon reaching a 
new line of text. This could be the same bell, or a new bell. The 
performer should almost entirely refrain from striking the lower-
pitched resonant pipes and maintain constant activity with the higher-
pitched metals. Much of the time, the performer should strike the bass 
drum and the higher-pitched metals in repetitive unison along with the 
hi-hat bells.  The performer may activate or deactivate solenoids at 
will.  
 
On the final syllable of Section 3(demarcated on the video with a line 
of backslashes), the performer stops all other activity and begins to 
stir the packing peanuts by hand. The performer lifts the vase of 
packing peanuts and slowly dumps them over the trap stand. The 
performer brushes them off of the trap stand, relishing the sounds 



until new text appears on the screen. No solenoids should actuate in 
between sections. 
 
 
 
Section 4 
 
The performer reads the scrolling video text and speaks every word from 
beginning to end. The threshold on the solenoid patch is turned all the 
way down, so that all solenoids are firing. The performer grabs a small 
rock in each hand. With the right hand, the performer strikes the other 
rocks and the piece of wood on the long trap stand in unison with 
spoken syllables. With the left hand, the performer strikes other rocks 
and a woodblock. The performer uses the bass drum and hi-hat with bells 
ad libitum. In between each sentence, the performer may choose to 
improvise speech-rhythms or maintain silence as before. When the 
performer reads the words “a all”, the performer strikes the bass drum 
synchronized with each syllable, and strikes a high-pitched piece of 
metal directly afterwards. The performer may begin to alter the amount 
of solenoids actuated, eventually activating the solenoids ad libitum 
or leaving them off entirely.  
 
On the final syllable of Section 4(demarcated on the video with a line 
of backslashes), the performer continues to play as before in an 
improvisatory manner reminiscent of speech rhythms. No solenoids should 
actuate. The performer continues to repeat the phrase “We call for the 
presence of A All that is” in between improvisatory gestures. After a 
number of repetitions, the performer shortens the repeated phrase to “A 
All that is”, again repeating ad libitum. Finally, the performer 
reduces the phrase to “A All” again repeating the phrase ad libitum. 
The performance is done when the performer says the final “A All”. On 
the video screen A triangle with the words “A All” begins to appear. 
These words stay on screen for 2 minutes. The performer must complete 
the piece before this time.  

 
 
 
Text for Intercession for Quality 
 
That the quality-control department be directly responsible to the 
board alone and not to production management, we call for the presence 
of A All That Is. 
 
That the quality level of the products that the customer receives will 
meet the agreed upon requirements within a specific level of 
confidence, we call upon the waters that rim our Earth, horizon to 
horizon. 
 
That the quality system is in compliance with the established quality 
system requirements fully optimized for effectiveness of quality, we 
call upon the light of a thousand suns. 
 
That the quality department or any of its people should not be held 
responsible for the quality of the product provided by the 
organization, we call for an acceleration of A All activations, of A 
All programs.  
 



That the quality of a product is actually what is claimed on the basis 
of the quality control applied in creating that product, we call upon 
the light, the wisdom and the guidance of Mother Earth. 
 
That the quality manager shall report directly to the head of the 
organization, we call upon the awareness woven in cosmic time.  
 
That the quality control manager understand what a quality control 
system is and of what it is composed, we call upon the archangels of A 
All directions and A All expansions. 
 
That the quality manager could, through audit, do something about 
improving inspection performance, we call upon the presence of the full 
spectrum of light. 
 
That the Quality Management Strategy is implemented correctly, we call 
for the illumination of the seventy-two areas. 
 
That the quality of the implementation is in line with the process 
improvement ambition level, we call upon the co-creators of the 
noosphere. 
 
That the quality of an individual's life is affected by the quality of 
environment and culture, we call upon the eternal consciousness of 
universal vibration. 
 
That the quality of the processes does indeed have a direct influence 
on the interface between requirements, we call upon the cosmic 
awareness embedded in intentionalized sound.   
 
That the quality of the processes and the outcomes related to their 
interaction will be of an appropriate quality, we tune the energy 
bodies known as the physical, etheric, mental/emotional, and the 
astral. 
 
That the quality of their products is good and that the service which 
they provide is almost beyond reproach, we call upon the synergetic 
experiences that takes place on many levels. 
 
That the quality cost incurred by a specific customer usually depends 
on the customer's operating environment, we call upon the harmonic 
concord that binds A All creatures. 
 
That the quality assurance plan must be prepared by the registered 
design professional responsible for the design of each designated 
seismic system, we call upon the Lucent spirit that suspends each star 
in its appointed place. 
 
 
That the quality of energy, i.e., the capability to do work, is reduced 
in A All real processes, we call upon density, dimension, and the 
landscape of spirit to guide and assist us. 
 
That the quality assurance program receives complete and accurate 
information from the services in their quarterly reports, A All 
appropriate forms of communication for the highest and best, we call 
upon A All expansions of the known and the unknown. 



 
That the quality of placements provided by statutory sector employers 
was either 'good' or 'excellent', we call upon the mineral kingdom of 
the body. 
 
That the quality of decisions made using it would be improved, we call 
upon the dimensions of time, the corridors of time, to open realities, 
to open truths, to bring forth revelations. 
 
That the quality of work is analyzed by viewing it from the angle of 
the producer and not from that of the buyer, we call upon the spirits 
of the physical and the non-physical. 
 
That the quality of the butter will be improved in proportion to the 
smallness of the proportion of the last-drawn milk, we call upon the 
body of the auric field. 
 
That the Quality Assurance System works properly, we call upon the 
deepest aspects of ourselves. 
 
That the quality characteristics are instilled in the data, we call 
upon the entire group of planetary and cosmic masters. 
 
That the quality control system is operating within acceptable limits 
and to evaluate the data, we call upon everyone of 160 Cosmic 
Connections Connecting to Spirit. 
 
That the quality gradually diminishes in such a manner and disappears 
through the mere diminishment and disappearance of the quantity without 
thereby changing in its manner as a quality, we call upon our 'Beloved 
IAM Presence'. 
 
That the quality as well as the intensity of light affects the 
assimilation rate, we call upon the ancient eye of the star. 
 
That the quality improvements can be sustained without continued, 
arduous chart extraction, we call upon the invisible healers. 
 
That the quality of the materials and construction incorporated in 
highway products is satisfactory, we call upon the inner plane 
hierarchy of planetary and cosmic ascended masters. 
 
That the quality is a sum of various particles, we call upon the 
Supreme Power of the Universe inherent within each of us. 
 
That the quality should be increased with the unlimited extension of 
the magnitude, we call upon our right-brain qualities and then, in some 
cases, our left-brain. 
 
That the quality of training had improved since the C&AG's review, we 
call upon the name of the law of the lesser planes. 
 
That the quality of research should be judged in terms of its political 
effects rather than its capacity to formulate universal laws or 
apparently objective truth, we call upon the power that sustains the 
planets in their orbits. 
 



That the quality of a meta-analysis is absolutely contingent upon the 
quality of constituent studies, we call upon the resources of our 
artistic, spiritual and scientific traditions. 
 
That the quality of the transaction is “good” if and when both the 
provider and provided are satisfied with the translation provision 
process and, of course, its result, we call for the permanent anchoring 
and activation of our twelve bodies, including the solar, galactic and 
universal bodies. 
 
That the quality of the output will be materially dependent on the 
quality of the printer, we call upon the dispensations of light. 
 
that the Quality Badge also challenges providers to raise their game in 
terms of the learning opportunities that they provide, we call for the 
invincible light of cosmic freedom. 
 
that the quality of the working alliance, as judged by the customer at 
the beginning of the process, predicts a more positive result for 
future results-oriented practice, we call upon the cosmic store of love 
already present in A All creatures. 
 
that the quality has improved very materially during the past five 
years, we call upon the cosmic blue flame of resurrection. 
 
that the quality indicators are only the starting point of evaluating 
the quality of care, we call upon the ninth level of empowerment and 
the law of manifestation. 
 
That the quality of representation was good, we call upon the Light 
Source of Joy, Love, Kindness, and Bliss.  
 
That the quality of the leaf has an important influence on the quality 
of the silk, we call upon the child's powers of listening, of body 
movement, of thinking. 
 
That the quality of structures set up in advance significantly affects 
the quality of decision making in a case, we call upon the Inner Source 
of our being. 
 
That the quality was inadequate in the comments we heard, we call upon 
the sky above and the soil below. 
 
That the quality of the frozen semen that is commercialized is 
improving and pregnancy rates are steadily increasing, we call upon the 
Lucent spirit that suspends each star in its appointed place. 
 
That the quality corrections in the next section are more for 
completeness than for substance, we call upon the harmonic concord that 
binds A All creatures. 
 
That the quality of the inspection data is poor, we call upon the 
synergetic experiences that takes place on many levels. 
 
That the quality of a current life need be judged on the quality of the 
life in the past, we tune the energy bodies known as the physical, 
etheric, mental/emotional, and the astral. 



 
That the quality problem, though real, is hardly fatal, we call upon 
the cosmic awareness embedded in intentionalized sound.   
 
That the quality system was not another task, it was simply adding 
value to the work they were already doing, we call upon the eternal 
consciousness of universal vibration. 
 
That the quality becomes unacceptable, we call upon the co-creators of 
the noosphere. 
 
That the quality of the glass from L-N was now "good", we call for the 
illumination of the seventy-two areas. 
 
That the quality journey is never ending should be clear from this 
example, we call upon the presence of the full spectrum of light. 
 
That the quality of the cyclopean image might have some distortions and 
the perception of depth might still be perceived perfectly under minor 
distortion, we call upon the light, the wisdom and the guidance of 
Mother Earth. 
 
That the quality fell short of what was agreed upon in the contract, we 
call upon the archangels of A All directions and A All expansions. 
 
That the quality of the last lot should have been reduced, we call upon 
the awareness woven in cosmic time.  
 
That the quality of that feeling of bodily pleasure also probably plays 
a part in somato–psychical integration, we call for an acceleration of 
A All activations, of A All programs.  
 
That the quality profile over the entire life cycle of the reference 
biologic may well be dynamic, we call for the presence of A All that 
is. 


